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l 
This invention relates to systems of communi 

cation, more particularly those in which secrecy 
in the transmission of messages, such as speech 

‘ or the like, is involved, and the main object of the 
invention is the provision of improved and sim 
plified arrangements for systems of this charac 
ter. 
According to known methods of scrambling 

speech signals, the speech frequency band is di 
vided into several sub-bands of constant and 
equal width, these bands being interchanged ac 
cording to a prescribed key. In order to increase 
the degree of secrecy, individual sub-bands may 
be inverted. A disadvantage of this method is 
the fact that, on account of the fixed frequency 
limits of the individual sub-bands, deciphering 
by repeatedly reshifting the bands is greatly fa 
cilitated. 
According to another known method, the 

speech frequency band is divided into unequal 
sub-bands of varying width which are transposed 
by modulating them with auxiliary frequencies. 
The sub-band with the original high speech fre 
quencies then appears as the lower frequency 
band, and the sub-band With the `original lower 
speech frequencies appears as the upper fre 
quency Iband of the scrambled signal, the original 
lowest and the original highest frequencies ad 
joining each other at the boundary between the 

A disad 
vantage of this method is that decoding is com 
paratively easy, if this frequency boundary is 
shifted about until the message is deciphered. 
Successive and repeated application of this same 
method does not increase the degree of secrecy. 
In order to avoid these disadvantages, the in 

vention proposes a method of scrambling speech 
signals and whereinv the signal which is to be 
scrambled is converted before transmission into 
a signal consisting of several mutually inter 
changed sub-bands of the original frequency 
band, whose width is varied and at least one of 
which is inverted and at least one is not inverted. 
This new method possesses the great advantage 
that due to the variable width of the individual 
bands, reshifting is rendered .diñicult As a re 
sult of the continuously variable or very finely 
graduated adjustment of the band width, ̀ a -much 
greater variety of scrambling possibilities Ais ob 
tained than is possible with bands of constant 
width. . 

The objects and novel aspects of the invention 
will ̀ become more 'apparent from thefollowing de 
tailed description taken in reference >to the ,ac 
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2 
companying drawings forming part of this speci 
ñcation, and wherein: 
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic representation ex 

planatory of a known method of speech 
scrambling by dividing a signal frequency band 
into sub-bands of varying relative band widths. 

Figures 2-5 are similar diagrams explanatory 
of the improved method according to the inven 
tion. 
Figure 6 is a block diagram of a system for 

carrying out a speech scrambling method of the 
type illustrated in Figure 5; and  

Figure 7 is a further diagram illustrating the 
reproduction of a message scrambled in accord 
ance With Figure >5. 
Referring to Figure l, an loriginal speech fre 

quency band is shown at bo. By modulating band 
bo with the constant auxiliary frequencies f1, f2 
and suppressing the lower side bands or differ 
ence Vfrequencies oÍf both modulation products, the 
frequency bands b1, b2 are obtained. A further 
modulation of bands b1 and b2 with the variable 
auxiliary frequency fs results in an intermediate 
signal b3 after suppression of the sum frequencies 
of the modulation product. `The frequencies of 
the signal bs indicated by the broken lines are 
suppressed by a Vband filter having a fixed band 
pass characteristic. A further modulation of 
band b3 with the constant auxiliary frequency f4 
then produces as final dilference frequencies the 
scrambled signal b4. The original signal ampli 
tudes are indicated in all signals by the height 
of the shaded areas, assuming a linear variation 
as a function of frequency of the signal bo. 
In a system of vthis type, therefore, the signal 

frequency band is «divided into a plurality of sub 
bands mutually interchanged in respect to their 
initial relative position and having relatively 
varying frequency such that the total frequency 
band remains the same and equal to that of the 
original signal. 
The signal b4 may be easily deciphered by re 

shifting it according to the same method until the 
original signal ‘bo is obtained. A further applica 
tion of the same scrambling'method does not in 
crease the secrecy, because no further subdivision 
of the frequency band is obtained, and the signal 
ba obtained from b4 >by a further modulation 
process with frequencies ft-fa corresponding to 
fi-f4 mai7 readily be deciphered by a simple re 
shifting of the frequency bands. 
The secrecy of such a system is greatly im 

proved according'to the present invention by sub 
jecting lat vleast one sub-band .of the intermediate 
signal `ba Vto .a 'frequency inversion. Thus, as 
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shown in Figure 2, band b3 may for instance be 
divided into the sub-bands c4 and c5. Inversion 
of the latter then results in the band cs. By add 
ing the frequency bands c4 and ce, the band c'z is 
obtained and finally by reshifting the frequency 
band to the initial position, a ñnal scrambled 
signal cev is produced. It is obvious that the 
scrambled signal cg may be subjected to further 
scrambling processes, Such as by repeating the 
above method, whereby contrary to a repeated 
scrambling process of Figure 1, an increased de 
gree of secrecy is obtained. 

Alternatively, it is possible to obtain from sig 
nal b3, by inverting one sub-band thereof, a new 
signal d4 which is shifted to its initial position d5. 
In this case, too, repeated application of the 
scrambling process will result in an increase of 
secrecy. 
According to another modification of the in 

vention, a sub-band of the intermediate signal b3, 
for instance band c5 of Figure 2, may be retarded 
for a definite interval of time. A signal is then 
obtained which, in order to increase the secrecy, 
can ‘be subjected a number of times to the afore 
mentioned scrambling processes. 
Another method of carrying out a scrambling 

process according to the invention is illustrated 
by Figure 4. The intermediate frequency band 
e1 is obtained from the original speech frequency 
band en by modulating it with the constant fre 
quency g1. A further modulation with the vari 
able frequency gz produces the new intermediate 
frequency band e2 which is shown for an average 
position of 92. A further modulation of e2 with 
the auxiliary frequencies g3 and g4 then results,  
after suppression of the sum frequencies, in a new 
intermediate frequency band e3 which is inverted 
with respect to e0. A limited band e4 is segre 
gated from e3 by means of a filter of correspond 
ing band pass characteristic. By modulating e2 
with the further constant auxiliary frequencies 
gs and ge a further new intermediate frequency 
band es is obtained which, after the suppression 
of a sub-frequency range by a suitable filter, ‘ 
results in the signal es. By adding e4 and es the 
intermediate frequency band e7 is produced. Re 
newed modulation with the optional auxiliary 
frequency g8 results in the difference frequency 
e8 from which the sub-band e9 is ñltered out. 
Finally, by modulating with the auxiliary fre 
quency gio, the scrambled signal ein in the original 
frequency >band is obtained. It will readily be seen 
'that em contains all components of the original 
signal e0 as transposed frequencies. 
As the frequency of g2 i-s varied, the sub-bands 

in ein move accordingly in such a manner that 
the frequencies which pass beyond the upper limit 
of the frequency band reappear at the lower part 
of the band and, due to the inversion of part of 
the sub-bands, it will- :be practically impossible to 
reproduce the original signal by reshifting of the 
bands by an unauthorized receiver.l . 
A further advantage of the scrambling method 

described hereinabove is due to the fact that by 
employing the same a number of times in succes 
sion, it is possible to increase the degree of 
secrecy to any desirable degree. 
An alternative manner of carrying out a scram 

bling method according to the invention is illus 
trated~ in Figure 5. By modulating the speech 
.frequency band Zo with a frequency h1, the first 
intermediate signal Z1 is obtained and as a result 
of a further modulation with a frequency h2, a 
second intermediate signal Z2 is produced. Fur 
ther modulation with a variable auxiliary fre 

4 
quency h3 then results in the intermediate signal 
ls. The low frequency sub-band of Z3 lying below 
the ñxed boundary frequency 1c segregated by 
means of a similar cut-off filter is moved upwards 
again by modulating it with h3 to produce the 
lower sub-band of the new intermediate signal 
Z4. IThe upper `sub-band of 14 resultsïf'rom the 
inversion of the upper sub-band of la by modu 
lating it with h4.. An intermediate signal l5 may 
also be formed by modulating the lower sub-band 
of la with a frequency h5 and modulating the 
upper sub-band of Z3 with the frequency h3. The 
intermediate signals Z4 and l5 respectively thus 
eachY contain two signal frequency bands of vari 
able width, one of these bands being inverted. 
If the same process is I"epeated with the auxiliary 
frequency he and hq or ha, this will result in the 
intermediate frequency bands le and lv, respec 
tively, and final bands Z8, Z9, Zio, In. When the 
process is repeated a third time, the intermediate 
signal ly and the scrambled signal Zz are obtained, 
which in the case under consideration occurs in 
eight different combinations. _ ' 

With this method a deciphering can be ren 
dered more difficult by repeating the procedure, 
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without the clarity of the transmitted speechv 
being thereby affected to any noticeable extent. 
When modulating with variable frequencies, the 

lower side bands have always been used as an 
intermediate signal for scrambling purposes. ' The 
upper side band-s may, however, also be used for 
the same purpose. The shifting of the frequen 
cies by variable amounts may also be accom 
plished by a modulation frequency whose fre 
quency lies above the range of the signal fre 
quency which is to be shifted. 
Figure 6 illustrates in block diagram form an 

arrangement by means of which the method 
according to Figure 5 may be realized. The mod 
ulators and band filters are indicated by letters 
M and F, respectively, and the cut-off filter-s by 
W, while the reference letters l for the frequency 
bands and h for the modulation frequencies are 
the same as those in Figure 5. The change-over 

7 switch S enables the frequencies h3 and h4 or ha 
and h5 to be employed for modulation as required, 
whereby bands Z4 and l5, respectively, are formed. 
Similar change-over switches (not shown) may 
be provided after the second and third shunting 

50 switches by-mean-s of which it is possible to choose 
between the intermediate signals le, lio and 19,111, 
respectively, and the desired constellation >of the 
bands ly. 
When applying the method according to the 

55 invention, it is desirable that the auxiliary fre 
quencies h3, hs and hg should be finely graduated 
or made constantly variable so that the band 
limits in the scrambled signal can be shifted as 
desired. A scrambled signal is thus obtained, the 

50 sub-bands of which have an unequal band width. 
In order to reconstruct .the original signal, the 

conversions employed during the scrambling 
process are eliminated gradually by reversing the 
operations, Figure 7 illustrates one way of 

65 achieving this, the same frequencies (these being 
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indicated again by vertical arrows) and the same y 
electrical cut-off frequencies lc being used as for 
the method according to Figure 5. 
The method according to the invention may also 

70 be realized by retarding individual sub-bands of 
the intermediate signal. For instance, the inter 
mediate signal e4 in Figure 4 may be retarded by 
an optional amount by means of a steel tape re 
cording device before it is added to ce. yWith this 

75 process it is not necessary that one of the two sig 
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nals is an inverted signal. An advantage of these 
partial retardations- is due to the fact that the 
temporal course of the energy in the scrambled 
signal differs from that of the original signal, so 
that unauthorized deciphering by studying the 
energy rhythm is impossible. The energy rhythm 
can also be made to differ` from its original course 
if the signal to be scrambled is subjected to a var 
iable damping which may or may not depend upon 
frequency. 
The method according to the invention may 

also be applied to multi-channel transmission. In 
this case, it is not necessary for each channel to be 
scrambled, it being suiiicient if several speech 
channels are grouped together for the purpose of 

l scrambling, so that the message frequency band 
formed from several channels is subjected as a 
Whole to one of the` scrambling processes de 
scribed. 

YI claim: 
g 1. In a secrecy signaling system, the method 
consisting in separately modulating a pair of fixed 
carrier frequencies by a signal frequency band, 
said carrier frequencies being separated by a dis 
tance equal to the width ̀of said signal band, modu 
lating a further periodically variable carrier fre 
quency by the resultant side bands located at the 
same .side of said fired carrier frequencies to pro 
duce a resultant intermediate band comprising 
two adjacent signal bands movingv back and forth 
along the frequency scale at the rhythm of said 
variable carrier frequency, and segregating from 
said intermediate band a band equal to the orig 
inal signal band and lyingl within fixed points on 
the Yfrequency scale located at equal distances 
from the middle of said resultant band in the po 
sition corresponding to the mean value of said 
variable carrier frequency~> ' 
_2._In a secrecy signaling system, the method 

consisting in separately modulating a pair- of 
fixed carrier frequencies by a signal frequency 
ba?d,»said carrier frequencies being separated by 
a ~distance equal to the width of said signal band, 
modulating a further periodically variable carrier 
frequency by the resultant side bands> located at " 
the same side of said fixed carrier frequencies to 
produce a resultantv intermediate band compris 
ing two adjacent signal bands moving back~ rand 
forth .along the frequency scale at the rhythm of 
said .variable carrier frequency, segregating> from 
s_aid intermediate band a band equal to the orig 
inal signal band and lying within fixed points on 
the frequencyscale located at equal distances from 
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into a plurality of sub -bands rearranged with re 
spect to their originall order to produce a scram 
-bled signal of band widthequal to the band width 
of the original signal band, means for inverting 
at least one of said sub-bands, and further means 
for continuously and periodically shifting the in 
dividual frequencies of the scrambled signal band 
between the upper and lower limits thereof and 
with the frequencies passing beyond the upper end 
reappearing at the lower end' of the band. 

5». In a secrecy signaling system, a source of 
signals comprising a band of component fre 
quencies, means to provide a pair of ñXed carrier 
frequencies located outside of and separated by 
a distance equal to said signal band, means for 
modulating each of said carrier frequencies by said 
signal band, a source of periodically variable car 
rier frequency, means for modulating said variable 

' carrier frequency by the resultant side bands 0b 

2O 

30 

di) 

tained from said ñrst modulating means and lo 
cated at the same side of said fixed frequencies 
to produce a resultant intermediate frequency 
band comprising two adjacent signal bands mov 
ing back and forth along the frequency scale at 
the rhythm of said variable carrier frequency, 
and a band pass filter having fixed lower and 
upper frequency limits comprising a range equal 
to- said signal frequency band and spaced by equal 
distances from the center of said intermediate 
frequency band in lthe position correspondingto 
the mean value of said variable carrier frequency. 

6. In a secrecyv signaling system; a source‘of 
signals comprising a bandA of component fre 
quencies, means to provide a pair of fixed car 

. rier frequencieslocatedoutside of yand separated 
by a distance equal to said ̀ signal, band, ‘means ' 
for modulating each of said carrier frequencies 
by said _signal band, a source of periodically var 
iable carrier frequency," meansy for kmodulating 
said variable carrierv frequency by the resultant 
side bands obtainedfrom said firstl'modulating 
means and locatedat the same side _of said fixed 
frequencies _to produce a resultant intermediate 
frequency band comprising two adjacent signal 
bands moving back and forth along the frequency 
scale atfthe rhythm of said variable carrier fre 

» quency, a band pass filterhaving fixedlower and 

the> middle of said 'resultant band- in the position  
corresponding, to the mean value of said variable 
carrier frequency, whereb-y the segregated band 
is divided inte sub-bands'of constantlyvarying 
relative band width, and frequency-inverting at 
least one of said sub-bands. " 

` 3. In a secrecy signaling system, a source of 
signals comprising a . band of component fre 
quencies, means for subdividing said signal band 
into a plurality of sub-bands and for rearrang 
ing the order of said sub-bands to produce,V a 
scrambled signal of band width equal to the band 
width of the original signal, means for inverting 
at least one of said sub-bands, and further means 
for continuously shifting the individual fre 
quencies of the scrambled signal band within the 
upper and lower frequency signal limits thereof k 
and with the frequencies passing beyond the up 
per end reappearing at the lower end of the band. 

Ll. In a secrecy signaling system, a source of 
signals comprising a band of component fre 
quencies, means for subdividing said signal band 

upper frequency limits 'comprising a range equal 
to said signal> frequency band and spacedA byY equal 
distances from the center of said intermediate 
frequency bandwin the position oorrespondingìto. 
the mean value lof said> variablecarrier frequency, p 
whereby, the band segregated by said ñlter is di 
vided into sub-bands of continuously relatively 
varying band width, and means for inverting at’. 
least. one of said sub-bands. ` Y 

7L In a secrecy signaling system, a source of 
signals comprising a band of component. fre, 
quencies, means to ¿provide apair of fixed car-y 
rier frequencies located outside of Vand separated 
by'a distance equal-tosaid signalA band, means 
for modulating each of said carrier ‘frequencies 
by said signal band, a source of periodically var 
iable carrier frequency, means for modulating 
‘said variable carrier frequency by the resultant 
side bands obtained from said first modulating 
means and located at the same side of said fixed 
frequencies to produce’ a resultant intermediate 
frequency band comprising two adjacent signal 
bands moving back and forth along the frequency 
scale at the rhythm of said variable carrier fre 
quency, a band pass filter having ñxed lower and 
upper frequency limits comprising a range equal 
to said signal frequency band and spaced by equal 
distances from the center of said intermediate 
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frequency band in the position corresponding to 
the mean value of said variable carrier frequency, 
further band pass filter means having a band 
width less than said first band pass filter for 
dividing said intermediate frequency band into 
at least two partial bands, and means for in 
verting at least one of said partial bands and 
recombining it with the remaining non-inverted 
partial band. l 

8. In a secrecy signaling system, a source of 
signals comprising a band of component frequen 
cies, means to provide a pair of fixed carrier fre 
quencies located outside of and separated by a 
distance equal to said signal band, means Vfor 
modulating each of said carrier frequencies by 
said signal band, a source of periodically var- - 
iable carrier frequency, means for modulating 
said variable carrier frequency by the resultant 
side bands obtained from said first modulating 
means and located at the same side of vsaid fixed 
frequencies to produce a resultant intermediate 
frequency band comprising two adjacent signal 
bands moving back and forth along the frequency 
scale at the rhythm of said variable carrier fre 
quency, a band pass filter having fixed lower and 
upper frequency limits comprising a range equal 
to said signal frequency band and spaced by equal 

' distances from the center of said intermediate 
frequency band in the position corresponding to 
the mean value of said variable carrier frequency, 
a further band pass filter having a ~band width 
being a fraction of the band width of and sym 
metrically located with respect to said iirst band 
pass filter to produce-a pair of sub-bands from 
said intermediate frequency band, and means for 
frequency-inverting at least one of said last-men 
tioned sub-bands and recombining it with the 
other sub-band. 

' 9. In a secrecy signal system, a source of sig 
nals comprising a band of` component frequen 
cies, a source of periodically variable carrier fre 
quency, means for modulating said carrier fre 
quency by said signal band to produce a first 
modulation side band, >means to produce a pair 
of fixed ̀ carrier frequencies spaced at a distance 
equal to said signal band'> and located at a pre 
determined distance from said first side band in 
its position corresponding to the mean value of 
said variable frequency, means to produce a sec 
ond'pair 'of fixed carrier frequencies spaced at a 

` distance equal to said signal band and v'located 
symmetrically to said first pair of fixed carrier 
frequencies with respect to said side bandin the 
position corresponding to the mean value of said 
variable carrier frequency, means to modulate 
each of said pairs of fixed carrier frequencies by 

l said'side band and for segregating a pair of sec 
ond modulation side bands from the modulation 
product, each of said second side bands compris 
ing two adjacent signal side bands with the sig 
nal bands of one side band being inverted relative 
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to the signal bands of the other side band, and 
further means for segregating from each of said 
pairs of second side bands a predetermined sub 
band and for combining resultant sub-bands to 
produce a final scrambled signal of band width 
equal to the original signal band and having sub 
bands varying continuously between the upper 
and lower frequency limits thereof. 

10. In a secrecy signaling system, a source of 
signals comprising a band of component frequen 
cies, a first source of periodically variable carrier 
frequency, means for modulating said carrier fre 
quency by said signal band, means to divide a 
resultant modulation side band at a fixed fre- 
quency to produce a pair of sub-bands of con 
tinuously varying relative band width, means for 
inverting at least one of said sub-bands and com 
bining it with the other sub-band to produce 
an intermediate scrambled signal, a second source 
of periodically variable carrier frequency differ 
ing from said iirst source by a predetermined fre 
quency difference, means for modulating said 
second carrier frequency by said intermediate sig 
nal, and furthermeans for dividing a resultant 
modulation side band at said fixed frequency to 
produce a second intermediate signal of width 
equal to the original signal frequency band and 
comprising three sub-bands of continuously vary 
ing relative band width. 

11. In a secrecy signaling system, a source of 
signals comprising a band of component. fre 
quencies, a first source of vperiodically Variable 
carrier frequency, means for modulating said car 
rier frequency by said signal band, means to di 
vide a resultant modulation side band at a fixed 
frequency to produce a pair of sub-bands of con 
tinuously varying relative band width, means for 
inverting at least one of said sub-bands and com 
bining it with the other sub-band to produce an 
intermediate scrambled signal, a second source of 
periodically variable carrier frequency differing 
from said first source by a predetermined fre 
quencyV difference, means for modulating said sec 
ond carrier frequency by said intermediate signal, 
further means for dividing a resultant modulation 
side band at said fixed frequency to produce a 
second intermediate signal of width equal to the 
original signal frequency band and, comprising 
threesub-bands of continuously varying relative 
band width, and means for further successively 
modulating the resultant kintermediate signals 
against variable carrier frequencies differing from 
theV preceding carrier frequencies and for'deriv 

‘ ing resultant side bands to produce a final scram 
bled signal of band width equal Ato theforiginal 
signal band and comprising Ya ldesired number of 
sub-bands some of which are inverted and all of 
which vary continuously in relative width within 
the upper and lower frequency limits of the 
scrambled signal. 

` GUSTAV GUANELLA. 


